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Abstract 

With the rapid changes in consumer ideas, people tend to pursue personality and 
distinctive styles in the aesthetics of fashion accessories, resulting in an increasingly 
diverse style in the form of accessories. Leather accessory is favored by consumers for 
its unique material characteristics, and the formal beauty in the design of leather 
accessories is becoming more and more important, so it can be seen that leather 
accessories have great development potential in future fashion decorations market. In 
the design of leather accessories, our country is relatively backward and lacks of design 
aesthetics, therefore, this paper will explore the aesthetic appreciation in the design of 
leather accessories based on the form element and composition, and show the 
harmonious unification of the beauty of material, crafts and art, representing the 
improvement in the value of leather accessories and the satisfaction of fashion aesthetics. 
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1. Form element of leather accessories 

The formal beauty of the leather accessories directly comes from the basic elements of 
formations, that is, the physiological and psychological reactions generated by the point, line, 
surface and volume, as well as the understanding of form implication. In the relationship 
between the four physical elements, each element is not only an independent factor but also a 
united whole in the process of arrangement, aggregation, division and combination. According 
to the characteristics of leather materials, designers should use these form elements flexibly 
and rationally, and use techniques such as twisting, cutting, tearing, splicing, perforating, 
carving and scraping to display turns, undulations, connections and other changes to establish 
concrete or abstract, angular or gentle forms, thus representing the personality and symbolic 
meaning of accessories. 

1.1. Point form 

A point is geometrically defined as a geometric figure with no area but only position. But as the 
most concise design form, a point is a component with a certain shape and small area in product 
design. In the design of leather accessories, a point not only has size, shape and thickness, it also 
has specific center, scalar, concentration and markedness, it can focus attention, highlight the 
sight, bring out the crucial point and form an overall effect through combination with line, 
surface and volume. For example, the earring in leather accessories is a form of point, which 
can be directly cut into discs or punched into dots, or spliced into dots, the personality is 
revealed by the difference in texture or color, meanwhile, the shape, position, number and 
arrangement will also bring different effects. 

1.2. Linear form 

Through the changes in the cluster, angle, direction, position, length and thickness of the line 
group, the virtual spatial rhythm such as the sense of order, stretch and space of the line is 
expressed. Different line forms also have different emotional colors, the curve represents soft, 
the straight line represents firmness, and the curve and straight line is full of rhythm. The 
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change in volume expresses the rhythm, the lines form surfaces and the surfaces form volumes. 
Physiological and aesthetic experience tells us that vertical lines send out a sense of uprightness 
and strength, horizontal lines express a sense of stability, and diagonal lines have a sense of 
movement; straight lines are full of masculine masculinity, while curves represent feminine 
grace. Such as the leather headband, which is laminated and knitted with leather cords to form 
a semi-three-dimensional appearance, it looks quite primitive with rough lines, but such feeling 
will be weakened by the smoothness of the leather. 

1.3. Surface form 

The most prominent feature of the surface is the recognizability, which is determined by the 
outer profile of the surface. Geometric forms have rational order and indifferent personality, 
simple geometric forms are easy to be recognized and remembered; organic forms have 
ingenuous visual characteristics, which can express an orderly beauty; irregular forms can send 
out a sense of warmth. Therefore, in the design of leather accessories, different surfaces should 
be rationally used according to morphological purposes to create different characteristics. Just 
like the leather halter, techniques such as embossing, carving, foiling and ironing can not only 
greatly enrich the layering of the surface forms, other surfaces are also being decorated. The 
surfaces are not simply superimposed but coordinated with each other. Only when these 
elements are taken into consideration can we design leather accessories that accord with 
aesthetic requirements. 

1.4. Volume form 

Different forms of volumes have different personalities. For example, cubes express a thick, 
stable and solemn sense; spheres represent lively and dynamic beauty; cylinders send out a 
strong stand and upward sense of dynamic beauty; the vertebral volumes provide people with 
a dynamic beauty of expansion and lightness. Most leather accessories are three-dimensional, 
so the design should be completed with a three-dimensional thought. For example, the key 
chains of leather accessories are mostly three-dimensional small pendants, through 
combination or transition of surfaces and techniques such as carved overlays and sewing 
connections, the ornamental value of which is improved. 

2. The formative rules of leather accessories 

Leather accessories focus on perceptual design and create new forms based on visual 
experience. Either the natural or accidental forms, abstract or concrete forms, bionic or 
artificial forms, these are the comprehensive manifestation of beauty. The formative rule is the 
aesthetic accumulation of people, and it is the rule of formation summarized in social practice, 
at the same time it is also the aesthetic criterion that should be abided by in the design of 
accessories, the rules in the form design of leather accessories mainly include: 

2.1. Comparison and unification 

Comparison is also known as contrast, which is to successfully arrange two visual elements 
with great contrast together, the phenomenon that makes people feel a bright and strong 
feeling but still has a sense of unity is called contrast, and it can make the theme more vivid with 
a more active visual effect. In the design of leather accessories, on the one hand, we must not 
only seek for the richness of styles and colors, but also prevent disorder of various elements; 
on the other hand, we must also prevent the lack of change caused by dullness and monotony 
while pursuing the beauty of order. The essence of leather accessories design lies in the 
selection between emphasizing and weakening to achieve the prescribed and expected effects. 
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2.2. Equilibrium and symmetry 

Equilibrium will bring a sense of balance, it will make people feel stable but not without 
flexibility, so equilibrium is commonly used in form design. If equilibrium is a form of free and 
lively symmetry, then symmetry is perfect and regular equilibrium. A symmetrical form will 
bring a sense of solidity, stability and harmony visually. However, excessive use of symmetry 
will impair the vitality of formation, especially when leather accessories are mostly small 
objects, so within the rationality of design, you can add some rivets, printing or mix other types 
of leather samples with different materials properly to break the limitations of symmetry. 
Therefore, in the design of formation, when the sense of volume is balanced, elements with 
decorative effects are generally added, or some adjustments are made in image processing to 
improve the beauty of formation. 

2.3. Tempo and Rhythm 

In the design of leather accessories, tempo is established by repetitions of certain form 
elements. Such as the repetition and gradual change in the composition, it uses something like 
musical feelings to experience visual beauty. The so-called visual rhythm is the tempo that 
changes according to a certain law, and the different rhythm characteristics can bring viewers 
of accessories a strong aesthetic experience. The biggest difference between rhythm and tempo 
in the design of leather accessories is: tempo tends to be an irregular change of the same 
element, while rhythm is a regular change between different elements, a large number of 
repetitive or gradual changes of similar colors can make the viewers feel the beating of 
accessories like human life. 

2.4. Whole and partial 

The design of leather accessories requires for multiple forms and elements to annotate the 
functionality of the form, different functions will inevitably cause changes in the primary and 
secondary appeals, and the overall and partial conflicts. The primary and secondary 
relationship of the formation includes changes and interactions between size, location, 
direction, quantity, capacity, volume, positive and negative space, which requires local changes 
on the basis of maintaining overall balance. Just like the design of folk-custom leather 
accessories, it not only requires to maintain the traditional elements in the partial details such 
as style, pattern, color, it also needs to use fashionable elements innovatively on the basis of 
overall consideration, so as to satisfy the fashionable aesthetics of modern people. 

3. Conclusion 

In a word, the design of leather accessories covers a wide range of varieties and contents, 
requiring designers to have relevant knowledge and aesthetic qualities in terms of form 
elements and the application of formative rules. In the design, you need to properly use the 
rules of formal beauty in terms of form, color and texture to achieve a comprehensive 
performance of function, technology and art, so as to meet the material and humanistic spirit of 
the accessories, and present a more perfect and fashionable leather accessories. 
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